Timeline of Important Events

General Events - Fall 2009-Spring 2011:
Coach Greg Winslow exhibits clear signs of anger/aggression issues and alcohol abuse:
* Showing up to multiple practices hung-over or still inebriated.
* Calling Student Athletes while he is intoxicated.
* Exhibiting large mood swings and almost bi-polar like behavior.
* Taping an African American swimmer to a PVC pipe and forcing him to do
under-waters on Martin Luther King Day 2010.
* Showing up late or not showing up at all to practices.
* Having outbursts towards athletes while intoxicated, for example throwing
equipment bags full of ankle weights at an athlete while in the hotel.
* Using scare tactics and rhetoric to prevent athletes from going to compliance or
the Athletic department about his actions.
* Telling athletes compliance is out to “screw the team”.
* Telling athletes if he is fired, he will not be able to provide for his kids.
Specific Notable Events Prior to Physical Assault on Assistant Coach
1. November 2010
* Houses the men’s team in Notre Dame Dormitories with Notre Dame
Swimmers instead of in the hotel with the women’s team.
* This leads to 4 male athletes being put in a compromising situation in which
they consumed alcohol, got into an argument with a RA, and pull a fire alarm.
Coach Winslow had to leave Notre Dame a day early with those athletes and fly
them back to Salt Lake City, leaving the rest of the team with the assistant
coaches.
* A fifth athlete is arrested for public intoxication and resisting arrest, requiring
him to be bailed out of the South Bend Jail.
2. December 2010
* While on a training trip at ASU, two male athletes attempt to buy marijuana
with athletic department Per Diem, said athletes are robbed, and caught by the
head coach.
* Instead of reporting the incident, Coach Winslow begs the team to tell no one
and sweeps the incident under the rug.
Physical Assault on Assistant Coach
Summer Sectionals 2011:
* Athletes arrive at the sectional meet in Seattle, Washington and notice two
things:
-First, Head Coach Winslow is absent.
-Second, the assistant coach is sporting abnormally large sunglasses.

* During the week, athletes realize the assistant coach has a sizeable black eye.
Upon returning to Salt Lake City, athletes find out that the black eye was caused
by Coach Winslow punching the assistant coach while he was drunk.
Aftermath:
* The only punishment for Coach Winslow was that he was required to attend
Alcoholics Anonymous.
* Team did not know this until December 2011.
Remainder of 2011/2012 – Continued Alcohol Abuse:
* Fall of 2011 four athletes are arrested for minor in possession/consumption of alcohol.
There is no punishment. Coach Winslow later selects one of those athletes to be a
captain.
* Christmas break 2011 the team leaves for San Antonio for an Invitational Meet and
their training trip.
* Coach Winslow is again absent from the trip.
* Assistant Coaches keep the reasons behind his absence secret.
* Upon returning to Salt Lake City after Christmas break the team is briefed that Coach
Winslow had consumed alcohol and got caught doing so. He was punished by not being
allowed to attend the mid-season meet and training trip.
* A diver is arrested for public intoxication and the felony charge of “Damaging Jails”
He is removed from the team, but after the charges are reduced, he is reinstated in the fall
of 2012.
Spring 2012-Present:
* After the 2011-2012 season, multiple athletes quit the team including one team captain.
* Two assistant coaches, including the assistant coach who was assaulted, leave the
University to work elsewhere.
* In April 2012 a student athlete fails a drug test. Instead of being immediately punished,
Coach Winslow and some athletic department officials defer punishment until after
Olympic Trials so said athlete could compete and bring notoriety to the school. Said
athlete is promptly removed from the team in August 2012 for missing an optional team
function prior to seasons start.
Fall 2012:
* Multiple athletes quit the team.
* Rhetoric concerning compliance continues.
* In October 2012 Coach Winslow suspends 14 team members over breaking verbal team
rules that had only been implemented a day prior. Two athletes, including one captain
quit immediately. With the suspension reaching a week long, I voice my concerns to
compliance and the Athletic department but there is no resolution. The next day I am the
only athlete of the suspended group to be removed from the team and given almost no
reason for my termination.

